
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
Tablets and other eReader devices have transformed the way we read, providing a convenient way to store and 
read libraries of books, magazines and more on a portable digital device. 

Now with the KITABOO* eBook reader app featured on Intel Atom tablets for Android, readers can enhance 
their reading experience with numerous functions and features that make reading more enjoyable, interactive 
and multi-dimensional. Users can read content on a variety of different formats including EPUB, PDF and HTML5 
and enjoy numerous features including:  

  •  New page rendering engine for fast loading and speedy page-turning

  •  Portrait and landscape view with thumbnail-based navigation

  •  Take notes and highlight text in the eBook and see them consolidated for easy reviewing

  •  Interactive learning with audio, video and image notes

  •  Synchronized audio read for students

  •  Powerful search function to find any content within an eBook
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New Intel Atom tablets for Android* provide a powerful new platform to read, write and learn with the 
KITABOO eBook reader app. The high resolution display, Atom processors and touch capabilities of these 
tablets, combined with the comprehensive features of KITABOO are helping to transform the reader experience 
to make it more enjoyable, user-friendly and multi-functional through numerous features including:   

Interactive with Multiple Formats

Books have be become more multi-dimensional and interactive than 
ever before and KITABOO supports the supplementary features being 
integrated with text-based books including audio, video, documents, 
HTML Web files, image slideshows and more.  

Comprehensive Search

The KITABOO eBook reader app can easily search for content within a 
particular book, magazine and more by keyword, as well as search for 
text, audio and video notes. This also makes it easy to search the entire 
library of for particular books, magazines, articles, essays and more. 

Multi-Platform Notes

KITABOO features extensive note-taking capabilities. Users can create 
and save audio, video, images and text notes with highlights. These can 
then be found easily with the search function. 

Because of these features and more, KITABOO provides value to 
numerous different people engaged with eBooks, including: 

Casual Readers

KITABOO makes reading on new Android* devices has more interactive 
than ever with the ability to highlight, comment and take notes on 
text, then find it easily through the search feature. As more eBooks 
incorporate different mediums like video, audio and Web interactivity, 
KITABOO supports these different formats.

Students

Students can download multiple textbooks and supplementary 
educational information and store it all on their Android* device. 
Then they can benefit from writing notes, highlighting and adding 
supplementary information to a book. Also, students can benefit from 
synchronized audio read. 

Teachers

Teachers can use KITABOO as a powerful tool in educational curriculums. 
They can not only take notes based on books, but convert reference 
notes for interactive learning with audio, video and images, which they 
can share with students. 



KITABOO Powered by Intel

Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android* 
offer an innovative new way 
to read and experience eBooks 
with the KITABOO eBook reader 
app. The touch capabilities, 
high-resolution display and Intel 
Atom processor make reading 
more powerful, interactive and 
enjoyable. 
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